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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2420-The last time he regarded Arian as an 
enemy, and if Arian dared to strike first, David would destroy him. 

Now that they were friends, how could David treat him the same? 

“Um… Captain Longer, I wonder, how many houses are you planning to sell 
to me?” David asked expectantly. 

What he was most concerned about was how much money to spend and how 
many lavish points he would get. 

Whoever could help him quickly improve his strength would be his good 
friend. 

“How many do you want, Master David?” Arian asked rhetorically. 

He originally wanted to give David a hundred, but now that David wanted to 
buy them and this changed from a gift to a transaction. One hundred buildings 
were obviously too much. 

However, he did not know how many would be appropriate, so he just threw 
the question to David to test the other party’s expectations. 

“If you ask me how many I want, it will be ‘the more the better! Captain 
Longer, don’t worry that I won’t be able to give you the money. Money is 
merely worldly possessions. My family gave me too much and I can’t spend 
everything,” 

David put his hands together and said. 

Arian was in a dilemma. 

‘The more the better? t 

‘You have to tell me how many that is! 

‘I can’t give him less than what he is expecting. 

‘But at the same time, it will hurt me if I give him too much.’ 



The properties were all the wealth that Arian had accumulated since serving 
as the captain of the Amber City law enforcement team. 

As he was looking at David’s expectant expression, Arian gritted his teeth and 
stomped his feet in the end. He was ready to make a huge loss. 

He also thought it through. 

If David did not forgive him, he might encounter some unforeseen 
consequences in the future. 

Everything else was, to put it bluntly, merely worldly possessions. 

There was nothing more important than being a friend to someone like David. 

“Master David, I have 3000 properties with excellent locations and some 
treasures that have been treasured for a long time. I didn’t even hand them 
over in the last incident. Since you treat me as a friend, I can’t treat you badly. 
So, I will give them all to you this time. But Master David, don’t spread this. 
After all, this is related to that legendary Overlord and we can’t afford to offend 
her,” Arian said in a low voice. 

He went all out. 

He decided to take out all of his most treasured items just to better his 
relationship with David. 

Plus, as long as he was still the captain of the Amber City law enforcement 
team, he could still get back what he lost sooner or later. 

As for the last incident he mentioned, that was the time Empress Elora, one of 
the five Leila rulers, came to collect treasures. 

Arian did not go into detail because he thought David had a huge background 
and must know about it. 

When David heard that Arian had 3000 properties in excellent locations, as 
well as some other long-treasured treasures that he was willing to sell to 
David together, he was ecstatic. 

He almost addressed Arian as his big brother. 



Beanie had only bought a few so far, and she had gained a lot of lavish points 
for him. 

What would happen if he had 3000? 

If he could buy them all, how many lavish points would he get? 

Coupled with the treasures that Arian had, a huge number of lavish points 
were beckoning to him. 

As for the incident Arian mentioned, David did not care at all. 

For him, improving his strength was the most important thing and he must 
prioritize his lavish points. 

At the same time, David sighed in his heart. 

No matter where he was, it turned out that resources and wealth were 
controlled by those in power. 

 


